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Using the SDvision 3D visualization software developed within the framework of IDL Object Graphics at CEA/IRFU, we have visualized the travel of particles within the IFMIF-
LIPAc accelerator. IFMIF (Internal Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility) is a Europe-Japan joint project aiming at constructing an accelerator-based neutron source, the world's 
most intense one, dedicated to study materials that must withstand the intense neutron flux coming from the fusion plasma of future Tokamaks. Tokamaks are the nuclear fusion 
reactors capable of producing energy in a similar way as in the Sun's core. The needed accelerators must accelerate 2x125 mA of deuterons to an energy of 40 MeV, i.e. 
2x5MW particle beams, toward a liquid Lithium target to produce the desired neutron flux. Due to the very challenging high intensity, high power that have never been achieved, 
a prototype called LIPAc accelerating 125 mA D+ particles to 9 MeV energy, i. e. 1.1 MW beam, is being designed and fabricated in Europe and installed in Japan. 
Simulations visualized here were made with a million macroparticles. To ensure that beam losses do not exceed 1W/m in the high energy part, simulations with 4,000,000,000 
particles were performed, which lasted several weeks using fifty processors in parallel. 
Stereoscopic video sequences in 3D were achieved at IRFU and a 15-minute movie has been realized for outreach purposes. 
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What would look like the particle beam inside the accelerator if we took a picture of the whole. The colors show 
the particle energy growing from 100 keV, black, up to 9 MeV, red. 
The SDvision software consists in 90,000 lines of code deployed in the IDL Object Graphics framework. It can be 
used to visualize scalar fields in a number of ways: isosurfaces reconstruction, volume rendering by ray-casting, 
slicing, but also vectorial fields or in this case scatterplots. SDvision has been developed to visualize the huge 
data produced by the COAST project , an IRFU project dedidated to numerical simulations in astrophysics. 

This movie shows the evolution in 3D of the beam particles along the accelerator. After a strong focusing at the output of the ion source, the beam, in fact continuous, enters the RFQ where it is grouped into bunches before being 
accelerated. In this bunching process, a few percent of particles are lost. At this low energy, the repulsive forces of space charge are very important, the acceleration can be done only over very short distances, immediately followed by 
focusing. Rapid fluctuations of the bunch are due to this very rapid succession of accelerations and focusing, until the particles reach sufficient energy so that  the repulsive forces of space charge are less important.  
They enter the superconducting Linac section where the ultra hot beam (~MW) is only a few cm from the ultra cold (-270°C) equipment. No loss is permitted. We can now successively accelerate then focus on a longer distance. During 
acceleration, the head particles go to the tail and those in tail go to the head  as we take care to give less energy to more energetic particles in head and more energy to those in the  tail. This is to preserve the stability of the bunch. Similar 
back and forth motion exist in transverse due to focusing. The particles are thus permanently submitted to transverse and longitudinal oscillations. 
In the last part of the accelerator, the beam has reached the final energy: we do not  accelerate anymore; most energetic particles remain in head and those in tail remain in tail. The bunch extends longitudinally. Transversely, it is submitted 
to the last focusing and defocusing to be spread on the beam stop. 

Some views of the beam at several stages of the progression inside the accelerator. These simulations were made with a million particles, which needs some tens of hours computing. The visualization itself  takes some hours computing 
with the SDvision code. Visualization is needed to analyze in details the results  in each part of the accelerator. The resulting video was shown at IFMIF international workshops. It is also a good support for outreach and is permanently 
shown on a 3D TV in a special showroom of our institute. 

Evolution along the accelerator of particle density in the transverse plane. The density is also represented by 
the height of the 'hat'. At the output of the ion source, the beam has a cylindrical symmetry. The beam is 
denser on the edge than in the center. It suffers severe focusing that will strengthen this aspect of hollow beam 
at the entrance of the RFQ, a long radiofrequency quadrupole cavity, which makes the base of the hat 
progressively square. After crossing the Superconducting RF Linac, the  brim becomes bigger, a sign of larger 
halo. At the end, the 1 MW beam must be spread the most homogeneously possible on a conical beam stop. 
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